Leaving Regular Behind: Finding Passion and Creativity in Multigenre Research
Jamie Hopkins "Hopkins, why can't we do a regular research paper?" I smile to myself. I know what comes next.
"It would be so much easier!" After only two years of teaching, this is a conversation that I know well. Half of the one se mester College English class that I teach at Central Montcalm High School is devoted to the creation of a multigenre research paper. During the past couple of years, my students and I have tinkered with this idea, and we have all come to the same conclusion: It is much tougher for these college-bound students to write a paper in the multigenre form than in the traditional expository form. In the beginning, this leads to frustration-and many questions-on the students' part. Why did we spend so much time perfecting the introduction-body-conclusion form if we can't use it for the biggest research project of our language arts history? Why do we have to write creatively in College English? Why make things so difficult, Mrs. Hopkins?
A Multigenre History
I first encountered the concept of multigenre writing at the MCTE fall conference in 1997. Tom Romano was the keynote speaker, and I was im pressed by his enthusiasm for teaching and writing as he spoke about encouraging kids to write in multiple genres and touched on the idea of multigenre research. After the keynote, I attended a session led by two teachers from Ithaca High School. They described a version of the multigenre project that they assign in their classes, and I con tinued to be intrigued by this complex yet exciting alternative to the traditional research paper. As I was not yet teaching, I filed the idea and the hand outs away for future reference.
In the fall of 1998, I again encountered this idea. My supervising teacher at Greenville High School described a multigenre biography project that he particularly enjoyed completing with the kids. Loaded up with even more information and ex amples, I decided to give the multigenre project a try as soon as I could.
And give it a try I did. Three times now I have taken my College English students into the world of the multigenre research paper. The writ ing that my students produce during the course of this project is easily the most creative writing that I see each semester. I am convinced that this project is far more valuable for my college-bound students than the traditional research paper.
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The multigenre research paper is a concept that was Originated by Tom Romano after he read and fell in love with Michael Ondaatje's The Col lected Works oj Billy the Kid. Ondaatje's biography of Billy the Kid is based on facts that he was able to research about the Kid's life. However, rather than sharing his findings in the traditional biographical or novel format, Ondaatje wrote individual pieces of varying genre that, when read in succession, form one story. Romano succinctly describes mulitgenre works like Ondaatje's: "Each piece is self-contained, making a point of its own, and is not connected to any of the others by conventional transitional de vices" ("A Time ..... 2).
Suddenly, the research paper is alive with pos sibilities, and students are invited to tap into their creativity to produce meaningful pieces of writing.
Because of the various genres used, the multigenre research paper is unique not only in for mat. but also in process. Rather than researching a topic and regurgitating the facts in expository form, the student must thoroughly research his or her subject, interpret the information uncovered, and decide which genres most effectively unveil neces sary information or inSights. This is what Romano aptly calls "melding fact, Interpretation and imagi nation" (Writing 109).
The multigenre research project has opened up new opportunities for my students. No longer is the research paper filled with the drudgery of de ciding how to best restate without plagiarizing the information found during the course of research. With this project, students choose topics that are important to them, become immersed in the sub ject, and use higher order thinking to weave a vari ety of genres together to build stories about their subjects. Suddenly, the research paper is alive with possibilities, and students are invited to tap into their creativity to produce meaningful pieces of writ ing. This is also why many students find the multigenre research project more challenging (or "hard," as they would say). It takes more thought, more involvement in the process.
As the teacher, my process also had to change, and it did, thanks to Tom Romano. Any teacher who wishes to use multigenre writing in the classroom should invest in Romano's Blending Genre, Altering Style: Writing Multigenre Research Papers. Romano gUides the teacher through the multigenre paper, sharing the kinds of experiences and insights that one can only gain by living the process many times and perfecting it through trial and error. While providing ideas for format, mini lessons, evaluation, and inspiration, Romano al ways encourages the teacher to find the right fit for his or her own students. I know that I am a much better gUide for my students after having read and heeded Romano's advice and experience.
Like Romano, I use a workshop format dur ing the multigenre process. This allows me to in troduce different genres and concepts to the stu dents during mini-lessons and work with students throughout the writing process. The workshop gives students time to experiment with the new concepts (what Romano calls making appointments for writ ing). Our four-by-four block schedule lends itself to this format, though it could be adjusted for any schedule. Students in my class not only turn in the entire paper at the end of the unit, but also hand in each genre piece for teacher editing after taking it through the writing process. I find this allows me to be more involved in the process and makes final grading easier during that end-of-the marking-period crunch.
A Multigenre Sampling
My students have just finished up their final presentations of their papers for the semester as I write this. They chose subjects as varied as Edgar Allen Poe and MotherTeresa, the culture of the Middle East and the death penalty. The genres they wrote spanned from dramatic scenes to streams of con sciousness to poems for two VOices. As I read the pieces, I learned more than I have ever learned from traditional research papers, and I am thrilled by the diversity and growth in my students' writing. One of my students, Andrew, chose to write about the NBA's Language Arts Journal oj Michigan I bad boy, a player he is nearly obsessed with, Allen Iverson. The first piece he wrote during one of our writing appointments was a short scene dramatiz ing the moment Iverson was selected in the NBA draft. Upon reading it for the first time, I knew that he had chosen the right subject:
In I have consistently seen this striking differ ence in the quality of student writing since their possibilities have been broadened with the multigenre approach.
In this piece, Andrew shows how much he knows about writing. He plays with the pacing, drawing out a moment from real time to the slow motion that Iverson must have felt. Though short, it is very suspenseful. As readers, we want to know what words come out of the pudgy man's mouth. I suspect that in the traditional research paper this same information would be revealed quite simply: "After overcoming adversity. Allen Iverson was hon ored to be the first pick in the 1996 NBA draft." have conSistently seen this striking difference in the quality of student writing since their possibili ties have been broadened with the multigenre ap proach.
Just as Andrew was forced to put himself in Allen Iverson's shoes in order to write his scene effectively. all of the students experimented with varying points of view and voices. Another stu dent, Emily, began her multigenre process with aspirations of travelling around the world. She soon found this to be a daunting task. so she narrowed her topiC to a shorter journey, and then settled upon the breathtaking story of the first exploration of the Amazon. In order to become Gonzalo Pizarro. one of the Conquistadors who led the expedition, she had to not only put herself in the role of a male Spaniard, but she also had to place herself in the sixteenth century. Each time I read one of Emily's pieces, I marveled at her ability to take on the voice of a man from another time and place:
Myfellow I have always emphasized to my students the importance of a strong voice in writing. Emily is a talented wrtter whose voice would be strong in any piece that she put her soul into. However, this assignment stretches her abilities even more by asking her to experiment with voice in a way that regular research does not.
In order to produce these effective pieces, students must first overcome the obstacles that writers face when they are engrossed in a project. Liz decided to research the Underground Railroad and present her information in multiple genres that tell a story of two slaves, young and in love, who decide to escape to the North. During her first few days of research, Liz was getting very frustrated. When I asked about her struggle, she explained that she was having a hard time deciding what route her characters would take. "I know I want them to end up in Michigan, put I can't decide which way they should take to get there," she lamented as she pOinted out the different routes she had uncovered during her research. She had not yet even decided if her characters would make it. but her decision about this detail of their journey was clearly an important one. Amazingly. there is never any men tion in her paper of the exact route on which the characters, Sarah and Michael, embarked. Much of the action in the story takes place as they make their preparations to leave. However, Liz's struggle reveals that the process of writing such a paper is as important as the final product.
I find on nearly a daily basis that in an age of MTV, computers, and Nintendo, I need to chal lenge students in ways different from those with which I was challenged in high school.
Students must conSistently use these higher order thinking skills to decide not only what infor mation to include, but also to decide which genre would best capture their research. Often students begin a piece in one genre but switch to another when they realize that the piece isn't quite meet ing their expectations. They begin to see the nu ances of their choices as we write and study genres and writer's craft. What happens if the point of view changes? When is a poem more effective than a dramatic scene? How do the genres all tie to gether and become one piece? All are sophisticated questions that are never even asked when writing traditional research papers. but that students must answer during the mulUgenre process.
Perhaps most important of all is the ele ment of choice in the multigenre project that al lows students to become more deeply involved with their subjects. I find on nearly a daily baSis that in an age of M1V, computers, and Nintendo, I need to Challenge students in ways different from those with which I was challenged in high schooL Howard Gardner addressed this issue when he stated: "What we need in America is for students to get more deeply interested in things, more involved in them, more engaged in wanting to know; to have projects they can get excited about and work on over long periods of time; to be stimulated to find
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things on their own" (qtd. in Romano, "A Time ... .. 1). I see the multigenre project as a vehicle for this kind of excited involvement, especially when I work with students like Jerrod. Jerrod has been an avid hockey player and lover of the sport since he was a small child. Having the opportunity to choose his love as a subject to write about in a creative format allowed him to produce a paper that ex udes passion and longing. Sometimes it is difficult to see where this paper on the Stanley Cup ends and Jerrod begins, as evidenced by his closing piece: • The biggest surprise during the process oj writing this paper was how interesting it was.
I never got bored during the whole process.
And the answer to the first question they asked as we started it all:
• Doing my paper in normaljormat I think would have been easier, but doing it the way I did it was more creative and interesting.
While writing this very expository article, I recognize that there is still a place in the curricu lum and the world for traditional research writing. However, as I read my students' words and con tinue to receive positive feedback from parents and staff alike, I know that my students and I will not go back to the regular research paper. English. 1999. 66-73 . Lain argues for the use of creative writing in English composition classes and discusses the use of the multigenre paper in connection with researching "big ideas." Especially interesting are her ideas for using visual media, reflection, and final presentations to the class.
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